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INTRODUCTION
It becomes more and more obvious that the proportion as well as the importance of
tangible assets gradually decrease among production factors1, while the importance of
intellectual assets is continuously increasing. It seems that managers are still very sceptical
of using scientific methodologies as theoretically adequate methods to manage immaterial,
intangible or knowledge production factors. The corporate decision makers are often
doubtful about the uncertainties assigned to these methodologies, as they do not see the
clear connection between the expenditures invested in these assets and the revenues
generated by them. But is it really a dead end or are there some other ways to make some
progress in different domains of Intellectual Capital Management? This is the main question
we try to explore and answer in this paper.
As a first step, we examine the most important production factors (chapter 1.). Secondly, we
try to describe those unexplored management areas where managers are also lacking
adequate management tools (chapter 2.). Finally we make an attempt to show the promising
directions for the future (chapter 3.).

THE MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCTION FACTORS
The majority of economists agree that the role of tangible assets – lands, buildings and
machinery – is not as significant as it was in the past. Nowadays the proportion of less
material-intensive sectors is constantly growing, while the role of material production
factors is decreasing even in the material-intensive sectors. The weight of service based
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All elements that are necessary for the operation of the company, including financial capital, human capital,
physical assets, etc.
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corporate activities in the contribution to GDP is already higher than the total proportion of
agricultural and industrial activities (see first part of Figure 1).
Parallel to the increasing role of the service sector the proportion of intangible elements of
production factors (e.g. competency, client and organization related assets) is also growing.
A significant part of intangible production factors is represented by people. The growing
importance of this human factor is accompanied by the evolution of human freedom.
Capital owners of physical assets will face challenges in this new environment. They used to
control the economy by owning the physical (tangible) production factors, however these
days as a result of the previously described tendency a significant part of production factors
are owned by the people themselves2, who are not closely tied to these original capital
owners. This means the fall of the monopoly of conventional capital. Due to this the capital
owners need new management techniques to better control the mix of production factors.
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E.g.: customer relationships, knowledge, innovation capability, etc.
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Figure 1.
The changing role of production factors 3
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Some parts of intellectual capital are easier to control than others. Therefore company
managers should concentrate on those intellectual production factors which are more
manageable. If the management of intellectual capital4 is at least partly solved, then a
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This chart was made based on the tendencies of the well developed OECD countries.
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The ownership of intellectual assets. In the general terminology these categories (intellectual assets and
intellectual capital) are often used as synonyms.
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certain part of the intellectual capital will be controlled and owned by the company and its
owners.
Managers are familiar with the bookkeeping recommendations of the Accounting Laws and
Regulations, or the International Accounting Standards. And they surely know the balance
sheet itself, which shows the assets of a firm. But are all the important assets taken into
account in regular balance sheets? Not entirely. Conventional accounting does not support
the overview of both tangible and intangible production factors. Let’s think about clientele
of companies, organizational factors, or knowledge and competence of employees, which
are all basic elements of corporate operation and are essential in generating profit. None of
these elements are presented in the conventional balance sheet. Therefore instead of the
official, conventional balance sheets, company owners and managers should think according
to the more complex Total Asset Model shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.
The most popular Total Asset Model5
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The Total Asset Model expands the traditional balance sheet with new corporate production
factors such as relationship assets or organizational assets. One could say that invisible6
assets are “under the surface” and clearly separated from the well-known visible assets. If
we consider it from the ownership point of view, it becomes obvious that these invisible
assets are differentiated by the possibility of ownership. A part of the invisible equity is
owned by the shareholders, while another part is similar to debts and obligations. The exact
proportion of shareholder’s invisible equity and intangible debts and obligations depends on
how well the intangible assets are managed. The Total Asset Model attracts attention among
managers, because unlike conventional accounting reports it takes into account the complex
production factors.
This model is very important in visualizing the invisible intangibles, but like all models it has
some misleading elements. The Total Asset Model gives the illusion that the assets – tangible
5

Detailed description of originals (Edvinsson, Sveiby, Stuart, etc.)
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Invisible, intellectual and intangible terms are used as synonyms throughout the text.
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and intangible – are isolated and clearly separated from each other. In addition to this
illusion of separation there is another imperfection with this Total Asset Model. In our
current belief there is one more intellectual asset missing from the model.
Some years ago we have met and soon entered into partnership with a Belgian consulting
company named AREOPA7. This cooperation helped us to widen our view and to share
knowledge. From our Belgian partner we have learnt a new model8, which gives a much
more realistic and complex depiction of the corporate assets (see Figure 3.). Beyond that,
what we have learnt from AEROPA is not only that there exists a better model in which the
traditionally known and the newly recognized production factors are combined and closely
interrelated, but also that another production factor exists, which the Total Asset model
shown in Figure 2. does not mention: the strategic alliance capital.
Figure 3.
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The model clearly presents that there are overlaps among the four main production factors.
For example the value related to a customer – that we know due to the cooperation with
one of our strategic partners (i.e. subcontractor with specific knowledge) – is presented in
SA-CC category.

7

www.areopa.com
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The model is called AREOPA 4-leaf Model®
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For each segment of the 4-leaf model, AREOPA has developed a series of econometric
calculations and related questionnaires which allow the calculation of segment’s value.
Our fundamental economic instincts – based on our culture which we have inherited from
the Greeks – force us to compete. For continuous development in economy some
competition is generally needed, but total competition without any cooperation isn’t always
profitable or effective. If companies do not regard competition as the only way of creating
value, they could gain a lot immediately. This is especially true for production factors derived
from knowledge. Their sharing does not mean that the one who shares will have less. The
opposite result is more likely, and our experience shows that the one will have more, if the
rule of sharing is respected and carefully kept9.
After studying AREOPA’s 4-leaf model we made some extensions to it and by doing this we
defined a new total asset model. There are two major differences between the original 4leaf model and the extended one:
1. We have presented the tangible assets that have strong interrelation with
intangibles.
2. We have replaced the “capital” by “asset”. By doing this we would like to emphasise
that the existence of an intellectual element has an asset type of manifestation (i.e.
the intellectual element is identifiable and measurable). On the other hand in case of
every asset we can investigate the ownership structure (i.e. up to what proportion
the company owns, therefore controlls the asset). In this aspect “capital” refers to
the ownership structure (similar to liabilities side of the balance sheet).

9

The rules of sharing intangibles are much more complicated than sharing the tangibles, which could be a topic
of another paper.
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Figure 4.
Extended Total Asset Model based on the AREOPA 4-leaf® Model10
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In this adjusted 4-leaf model (Figure 4.), tangible assets complete the intangibles, and thus
without the intangible assets there would be a gaping hole. In this sense the tangibles are
depending on intangibles and not conversely. A good example of the interrelationship
between tangibles and intangibles is when obtaining a computer without having the proper
knowledge to use it there is an asset in the balance sheet which brings no added value to
corporate operations and therefore to the value of the enterprise. On the other hand if
there exists the specific knowledge needed to use the new computer, value is added to the
enterprise which is already larger than the purchase price of the computer.
The coloured scales on the right side of the Figure 3. and 4. describe how much we can
structure and control each category. The higher the asset is presented on the scale, and thus
the more light-coloured it is, the more it can be owned and controlled by a company. In such
a way this asset model gives a much more realistic overview about the sharing rules of
intangibles among their owners.
This concept cannot be complete without examining the relationship between intangibles
and knowledge, so we should investigate what are the components of knowledge. Valuable
knowledge always has both explicit and tacit elements, which are present in intellectual
10

In this figure we have completed the 4-leaf Model of AREOPA with the dimension of tangible assets. By doing
this we would like to emphasize that the presence of intellectual capital is always closely relating to tangible
assets.
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capital. Both Figure 5. and Figure 6. show that owning all elements of knowledge is
impossible.
Figure 5.
The tacit dimension – I.
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Figure 6.
The tacit dimension – II.
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From Pollányi we know that the greater the knowledge is the more personal and individual it
becomes11. That means a big risk for the intellectual capital investors, because only bits,
bytes and explicit knowledge can be owned without taking any risk. As personal knowledge
increases, the value of the company does as well, however it is linked to the person who
carries the knowledge. Likewise the deeper the knowledge is, the bigger the risk is that if the
knowledge-owner (the employee) goes away the investor (the employer) will suffer grave
loss. That is the reason why we should focus on the management of these new production
factors which cannot be separated from knowledge management.
This dependency on the knowledge carrier could be even greater as client and organizational
assets are also linked to the knowledge he/her possesses. Just think of the following. It often
happens that consulting companies suffer loss in client assets when a good client follows the
dismissed consultant to the new employer consulting firm. Another example is when the
retirement or departure of some IT experts makes the system unusable and often results in a
total ERP reengineering.
To summarize the main points of our thoughts we can say, that greater wealth needs bigger
intellectual capital, but investing into intellectual capital also brings higher risk. In order to
be able to effectively manage intellectual capital, the decision makers should face (and
answer) the following questions:
• Where and how to invest into intellectual capital with maximal result and minimal
risk?
• How to keep the value and the stability of the investment and how to avoid the risk
of losing it?
To answer these questions, intellectual assets need precise measuring. How to measure
intangibles will be described in the next chapter.

UNEXPLORED MANAGEMENT AREAS
Science and efficient management begin with measuring.
Everybody is familiar with the well-known management slogan: “what cannot be measured
cannot be managed”. We think it is true only in the following form: “what cannot be
measured cannot be efficiently managed”. As we will show, there are some difficulties in
measuring intangibles, which is the main reason why their exact measurement is only in an
initial stage.

11

Pollányi: The Tacit Dimension.
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To show the current status of intangible measuring methods, Karl Erik Sveiby’s classification
is the most convenient summary (see Figure 7.).
Figure 7.
Karl-Erik Sveiby’s classification of methodologies to measure immaterial assets
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As it’s visible from this classification there is a large number of existing measurement
techniques. Mr. Sveiby classified the measurement methods based on the approach and
characteristics of each method. The two dimensions of the matrix refer to the level of
measurement focus (aggregated vs. disaggregated) and to the type of the measurement
(monetary vs. non-monetary). The different colours show the different measurement
method categories: Market Capitalisation Method, Return On Asset Method, Direct
Intellectual Capital and Score Card Method. The distribution and the position of the coloured
boxes among the quadrants shows that certain methods refer to certain approaches (i.e.
Direct Intellectual Capital methods are useful in case we want measure the monetary value
at the components level).
Let’s examine the quadrants separately! In the upper left quadrant the measurement is
practically impossible, which means that it has no point to measure aggregated nonmonetary values. Significant results have been achieved in the design of measurement
techniques belonging to the upper right quadrant. The company valuators have realized
long ago that there is a difference between market and asset value of a company. The
development and use of “Tobin’s Q” methodology was its famous manifestation. “Tobin’s Q”
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basically analyzes the difference between the market value and the book value of the
company in total monetary format. Actually, in everyday practice there are three popular
methods to calculate the market value of a company. These are the following:
1. The market capitalization method (MCM): when the number of issued shares is
multiplied by the market price of the shares, where this total amount is regarded as
the market value of equity. For the calculation of enterprise value the market value
of equity and the value of short and long term liabilities are combined.
2. The discounted cash flow method (DCF): when a company’s forecasted future free
cash flows are discounted by the cost of capital of a company and that is all added
up.
3. The comparison methods: in cases when we both lack stock exchange information
and the knowledge of the company’s business plan, the appropriate way of valuation
could be the one made on comparisons. In this case we need exact information
about realized M&A transactions of similar companies, and we use these
transactions’ key indicators (for example EBITDA multiple) to apply these to our
company valuation.
Any of these three valuation approaches provides us information about the market value of
a company, from which we deduct the book value, and this gives us a rough calculation of
the intellectual capital value.
The aggregate monetary approaches are not useful in everyday management because they
only tell some information about the firm in total and do not give any help in answering
detailed management issues. Despite this fact, these approaches have important
contribution in attracting the attention of managers to the existence and importance of
intangibles.
Tremendous effort has been made in the lower left quadrant. Several of these methods
became widely known and highly popular. These methodologies are for example the Scandia
Navigator of Edvinsson and Malone, the Intangible Asset Monitor of Sveiby, the balanced
scorecard of Norton and Kaplan, the Koch-Schneider-Nagel model, the EFQM methodology,
etc. Although these methodologies do not measure an exact value of intangibles, they create
awareness in managers that intangibles should be managed. Besides, it provides guideline
for managers about what to manage as intangibles or what kind of intangibles they should
manage and control.
The biggest unknown field of intellectual capital calculation methods is the lower right
quadrant. Although a lot of methodologies have been developed, there is not one widely
accepted methodology to evaluate the separate, specific elements of intangibles.
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There are continuous efforts to define accepted approaches for the measurement of
disaggregated intellectual capital elements.
• Some efforts are made to measure the expenditures/costs which are invested in
certain intangible assets. But the valuation from the cost side is far from being
accurate. The value of an asset is rather determined by the generated future cash
flows, than by the replacement cost of that asset. Moreover because of the
interpenetration of different intangible assets, we cannot clearly connect the
intangible assets and the future cash flows.
• The previously presented AREOPA model focuses on this measuring direction and has
developed a set of econometric equations to measure the elements intellectual
capital.
In spite of these attempts we already mentioned above, there is no widely accepted
methodology which could measure the intangible elements separately and which could
connect their calculated amount to the results measured by the upper right methodologies.
The existence of total intellectual capital value we only know from already existing total
asset models but we cannot show an approach that is summarizing it from bottom to top.
With methods in the upper right quadrant we can guess their total amount, while with the
scorecard methods we can link scorecard indicators to the focused intangible elements,
which might show the improvement or decline of these asset elements. But we do not know
anything exactly about their individual value.
We should recognize that in this field managers appreciate useful and reliable solutions.
Without direct intellectual capital valuation methods managers cannot precisely answer the
questions; where and how to invest into intellectual capital with maximal result and minimal
risk, how to keep the value and the stability of the investment and how to avoid the risk of
losing it?
In lack of precisely calculated answers, smart guesses can help in decision-making and
managing the intellectual assets (Like the Intellectual asset monitor of Sveiby in Figure 8.).
If the percentage of image enhancing clients is constant and if the revenue per clients or the
number of repeated orders grows, then the client asset base of the firm is more likely to be
strong and powerful (see the first column in Figure 9). If number of repeated orders grow, if
the rookie ratio is not declining, and if the employee satisfaction is constantly high, then we
probably have stable intangibles and we do not face big risk of losing it (see the last raw in
Figure 8.).
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Figure 8.
Sveiby’s Intellectual Asset Monitor for CELEMI – an example for quick win scorecard
method
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These are all important reasonings and good starting points in decision-making, but they do
not tell exactly whether we underinvested or overinvested in intellectual assets. Competition
in business compels us to carefully balance our investments. However the scorecard
evaluation is not the most precise measurement, still it is a good starting point and a feasible
direction by giving help for managers when there is nothing else to reinforce intuitions and
corroborate decisions.
Presently, the scorecard measurements are better and cheaper solutions and even more
reliable quick wins, than the DIC calculations. But the future is theirs, as only DIC methods
are able to reduce costs of erroneous management decisions and solve the careful balancing
of investments in intangibles, just as it is more or less solved in the tangible world (see Figure
9.).
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Figure 9.
Scorecard vs. DIC measurements
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PROMISING DIRECTIONS
Life and business do not stop. Managers do not have time to wait. They are compelled to act
and they have to do it. What are the directions of development in intellectual capital
management? Due to our practical experiences we believe that some directions could be
far-reaching in the future. Innovation in the field of Intellectual Capital Management could
possibly mean the followings:
1. Focusing on human resources controlling.
2. Connecting scorecards to processes.
3. Moving on from handling crowds of employees to managing individual employee
profit centers.
Focusing on human resources controlling
If production factors are carried by people, the controlling must be focused on human
resources! But what does it mean exactly?
Traditional controlling is focused on organizations. The most popular controlling model - the
master budgeting controlling model12 - is principally based on the company structure. Only
12

We have published several books and related business models in this field. Please refer to the reference list.
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the minority of the firms means an exception to this rule and instead of organizational
structure it uses activity maps or process maps as the basis of developing effective
controlling systems. In this way most controllers are only controlling departments as
separated boxes – many times as black boxes – of a company and not the company as a
whole. Thus they cannot do more than to act according to the “lawnmower principle:” if a
department operates badly, than it must be regulated by cut in costs.
In reality, as the harmonizing of the external market to environmental requirements
becomes more and more important, the real stakeholders within the firm gradually
disregard the barriers of organizational structure, and pass over the problematic question of
power and subordination. In this way they begin to give preference to the processes of the
company. Corporate working processes are crossing the limits of organizational structures,
and thus processes are rather relying on cooperation of people than on separate
organizational units. The evolving of matrix organizations is a sign of this change in the way
of business thinking.
As a consequence, the focus of the controlling should be taken from departmental level to
the hand off process level13, where task are carried out by a person or by a group of people.
On this level the performing people become the targets of controlling, and in this way real
production factors become the target of management.
The process examining methodology on this hand off level is well described by the AREOPA
TAPE model (see Figure 10.). If we follow the principles laid down in this matrix we secure
the maximal client satisfaction, e.g. we promote the most efficient work processes which
strengthen both the organizational and client capital.

13

Thinking processes could be examined on strategic level, on departmental level, on hand off level, on task
level and even on motion level. For us here the hand off level is the relevant one, where the output is delivered
by men to men, e.g. from hand to hand.
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Figure 10.
The AREOPA TAPE grid
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This shift in the focus of controlling has a relevant effect on product, even if it is not the main
output: future cash flows can be connected to hand off processes and because people can
be directly connected to processes, hereby there is a considerable chance that people can be
connected to future cash flow through processes.

Connecting scorecards to processes
It is always a big question in all scorecard projects from where the most appropriate
indicators should come. The large number of cancellation of such projects shows that the
problem is not yet solved.
On strategic level the indicators can be found more easily, but below that level we are often
facing some bureaucratic distortions and when the major scorecard indicators are taken
apart to individual indicators, they usually lose their strategy making power and often
transformed to unpopular, unsupported administrative figures.
The solution can be found also on process level, when the scorecard indicators are selected
after the careful analysis of the matching between strategic goals and working processes
(Figure 11.).
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Figure 11.
Connecting scorecards to processes
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buy more new products or
request new services

Satisfied customers
Good relationship with
suppliers

Good
infrastructure

Have a „core team”

3

Increase and sustain profit-making capability

Efficient use of free
cash flow

Outstanding HR
management

2

Increase ROIC

Maximize brand value

Developing
complex brand

1

Maximize brand value

Increase
shareholders’
value

More effective and
efficient operation

Efficient time
management

Customized,
professional internal
structure
(differentiation from
multinationals)

Maintain company
culture

Controlled risktaking

Successful
multicultural
environment

Operation under
good management
control

Increase shareholders' value
Increase ROIC
Growth
Developing complex brand
Increase integrity with customers
Make customers buy more products and services
Central sales management
Satisfied customers
Good relationship with suppliers
Controlled risk-taking
Outsanding HR management
Have a "core team"
More efficient and effective operation
Good company culture (maintaining it)
Good infrastructure
Efficient time management
Successful milticultural environment
Customized, professional internal structure
Operating under good management

Satisfied employees

Satisfied employees
Increase the personal values
and the worth of the
management
Challenge
creation

Independent and
efficient way of
operation
Contribute to personal development
(training and education)

Callenge creation
Increase the personel values
Contribute to personel development
Independent and efficient way of operation

Figure 11. illustrates the connection on strategic level.
In this methodology we first define the strategic objectives and make a strategic map based
on these goals. This also means that the strategic goals are arranged into a hierarchy. The
next step of the exercise is the matching of the strategic objectives with the core business
processes. The matching also means a gap analysis between the objectives and the current
status. Based on the matching, development projects are defined. The development projects
should cover the gap between the strategic objectives and the current status of the
business.
If the processes do not support the strategic goals, obviously the strategic goals will not be
achieved. That gives strategic significance to the indicators of the main processes, which
means that this kind of indicators would never be bureaucratized. If everybody believes in a
strategy, than they will feel and accept the importance of the indicators.
The other group of useful indicators comes from those projects which generate change in
the working processes in order to promote the realization of strategic goals. The defined
projects are the basic tools of changing the processes. So the most important project
indicators become essential because without their fulfilment the strategy would not be
achieved at all. In case of determining such indicators there is no danger of
bureaucratization.
In case the previously described process is completed at the hand-off level, we get useful
indicators to manage people and to connect them with the output.
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4

5

6

7

Moving on from handling crowds of employees to managing individual employee profit
centers
In case our efforts are done at hand-off level of processes, we have to differentiate people,
who are making creative work and those, who are only doing repetitive work. By doing that
on this level we arrive to the task of selecting the real knowledge carriers, the owners of the
new production factors.
Creative work always means solving something unsolved, doing something undone, hereby
creating something new. On the contrary repetitive work means doing what is already solved
and done before. These two approaches of work are different and cannot be controlled the
same way.
Creative workers, in many cases, form a special group inside organizations. They actually do
repetitive work, as well, but it is based on a previous creative work that was made by
themselves using methods they haven’t disclosed. This kind of work means a big risk for the
investors, because the method and knowledge of solving problems is totally owned by the
creative worker and cannot be duplicated.
The controlling of the repetitive work is well known from Taylor, whose name could sound
familiar for most managers. (see Figure 12.).
Figure 12.
Controlling employees doing repetitive work (The taylorian stop-watch)

Number of direct
employees

=

Planned volume of
production
(physical units)

*

Time needed for
one unit of
production
(h/physical unit)

/

Maximal hours
performable by a
man
(h/head/year)

/

Number of
expected hours
within the
performable hours
(h/h)

Total time needed for production (h)

Higher salary

Salary adjusted to
the number of
expected hours

Minimal workforce needed for production (head/year)

Workforce needed for production (head/year)

In this case the manager determines the quotient of the time needed to produce one unit of
production (unit can be a service delivery as well) and multiplies it by the number of units
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produced. If the determined time is smaller than the working time, he can see it immediately
and start to investigate the reasons. Creative work cannot be controlled this way, mainly
because in creative work the key knowledge carrier cannot be controlled by a stop-watch.
Creative workers can be only controlled by a period of time defined in advance. These
creative workers often hear sentences, like: “You have this amount of time for the solution. If
it is not enough, I will look for someone else who is able to solve it.” The result is dismissal,
which may sound very cruel, but this is the only way of controlling this kind of work. Let’s see
on Figure 14 how it is communicated politely!

Figure 13.
Controlling employees doing creative work (Time report)

Number of direct
employees

=

Number of hours
planned to be
charged
(h/year)

/

Chargeability
(h/h)

/

Maximal hours
performable by a
man
(h/head/year)

/

Number of
expected hours
within the
performable hours
(h/h)

Total time needed for production (h)

Higher salary

Salary adjusted to
the number of
expected hours

Minimal workforce needed for production (head/year)

Workforce needed for production (head/year)

As mentioned above people doing repetitive work can be easily controlled by the Taylorian
stop-watch, but this cannot be done likewise in case of creative workers, where the
utilization of stop-watch is impossible. For creative workers the time report is the real
solution. The main thing what a time report should reveal is how much time was used for
the unit or units sold and how much for other purposes. In this way managers can check the
chargeability and control the creative workers.
In consulting companies, lawyer’s offices, or well organized universities creative workers –
even students – usually get some chargeability requirements. For example: “50 percentage
of your time should be sold to customers!” “In three years you should make your PhD!” Until
the end of May you should finish your exams!” These sentences are the same as the crude
sentence above. A certain output performance is specified within a given period of time,
which is only a part of the total determined time for a given person. This is called
chargeability.
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Chargeability also means: “I connect your activity to the output, which is important to me.”
This way the managers are connecting the activities directly to output.
Activities can never be done without activity owners. By measuring the chargeability of a
certain group of people, whom we select not to be handled as crowds, but as individual
profit centers. The output required of the knowledge carrier could be evaluated, such as the
costs he generates and the profit made by him. It means once again a further step in
connecting some intangibles to the output, which is the main purpose.
In most organizations the Taylorian practice is the prevailing one, but this creative work
system is gradually progressing in the form of special employee treatment programs which
actually solve the specific controlling problems of knowledge carriers.
It seems that the time of modern human resource controlling systems in Intellectual Capital
Management are forging ahead, which development should be acknowledged and
supported.

SUMMARY
During this paper we have briefly outlined the most important production factors and those
related tendencies which have significant effect on management. We covered the definition
of intellectual capital and we saw that the growing importance of the intellectual capital runs
parallel to the growing importance of human factors. As intellectual elements get more
focus, the management of the complex mix of production factors becomes more difficult.
New reliable techniques are required for the continuous overview and management of
intellectual capital. We cannot stop at the aggregate levels where monetary approach is
more or less resolved; the details of intellectual assets should be grasped and understood.
We saw that there are plenty of methodologies that are aiming to solve this, but there is still
not available a widely accepted and known common approach. Until this issue is resolved,
managers still face important questions, such as:
• Where and how to invest into intellectual capital with maximal result and minimal
risk?
• How to keep the value and the stability of the investment and how to avoid the risk
of losing it?
Despite the uncertainties investigated, we still see promising new directions and useful
management techniques that might provide valuable support until the ongoing economic
revolution produces its widely accepted methods. These promising techniques link
intellectual asset management to processes, and utilize those valuation and scorecard
methods that are already tested and well understood by the majority of economists.
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